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1. INTRODUCTION 
1. 1 General 
In order to assess the Queen's University d e vice on a more realistic 
basis than in 1978 it has been found expedient to adopt a p oint absorbing d e vic e 
which is directly moored to the sea bed v ia a rigid tension leg system (shown 
schematically in Fig. 1). This type of m ooring effectively restricts the 
heave motion of the device and as a consequence it corresponds closely with the 
fixed canopy tests which have been carried out in our upgraded test facility 
over the past 2 months. These tests have shown excellent repeatibility 
and the extraction efficiencies have been found to be considerably g reate r than 
those for the J 978 device. It was therefore considered logical at this time to 
concentrate rur efforts on this system especia lly as it w as estimated that the 
costs of moorings and overall structures would not be appreciably altered from 
those for a less restrained device. 
The other alternative of assessing a deyice based on the estimated 
drop-off in extraction efficiency, which would occur if the canopy was not fully 
fixed against heave motion was abandoned for this feasibility study 
1. 
as it would have been based on too many uncertainties. In the near futur e when the 
appropriate series of model tests on the flexible mooring system have been 
carried out it is intended that a comparative fea sibility study will be made. 
At this time it is important to emphasise that the hydrodynamic 
model studies have not as yet yielded the optimum configuration for the form of device being considered this year and as a consequence the overall costs are 
still likely to be pessimistic. It is in this context and on the understanding 
that the consultants will attempt to take these consideration s into account 
that the team embarked on this further feasibility study. 
The main objectives of this study were to: 
( 1) obtain an approximate overall estimate of the cost of the latest form 
of the QUB devic e for use in comparison with other wave energy devices 
and with conventional thermal power systems. 
and 
(2) assess the relative contributions of moorings, structures, electrical and 
turbine to the cost of the overall sy.stem. 
As in 1978 the device team does not consider that a comprehensive 
submission can be made at this time. However, attempts hav been made 
to produce more realistic general arrangement drawings of the p roposed 
structure and a more detailed appraisal has been made of possible m ooring 
arrangements and the generation and transmission system. 
1 . 2 Advantages over 1978 device 
Whilst the proposed system may diffe r in m any aspects from the 
optimum form of a point absorbing device it does have a number of 
advantag es over that considered in the 1978 s u bmission. The m ore important 
advan tages are: -
( 1) The extracted efficiencies are considerably higher than t hose 
utilised in 1978 and in addition the drop off in e fficiency for larger 
waves is mu;ch less marked. 
(2) The single leg mooring system m ea ns that p roblems ass.ociated 
with the interference of conventi onal cha in moorings is eliminated. 
As a consequence devices can be located in an array a t approximately 
100m centres which coincides with the spacing used in the model 
tests. 
(3) The demands on the single core flexibl e s ubmarine cables would 
be much less than previously because relative movements would be 
greatly reduced. 
(4) The most vulnerable part of the s tructure, the canopy, could be 
replaced without having to replac e the overall structure including 
the moorings as the concrete chamber can now be made buoyant and 
a stable unit in its own right. 
The advantages have how e v er to be balanced against the possible 
disadvantages of the more rigid system having to sustain much more 
severe wave s lamming forces. In a ddit i on it m a y be conceivable in the 
future that a more flexible moored devic e can be arrived at which 
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2. SELECTION OF DEVICE DIAMETE
R AND ESTIMATION OF 
MEAN POWER GENERATED. 
2. 1 Introduction 
At this stage in the evolution of the Quee
n's device the reference design 
for 1979 is a cylindrical water column m
oving within a str uc t ural cyli~der 
attached to a base disc extending out bey
ond the uppe r cylinde r and directing 
flow into the device from well out into th
e wave f ie ld. In concept it can b e 
described as a fixed device and in the tes
t model it had a column diamete r of 
0. 4m with a disc of 0. 6m diameter. The m
odel, though crude a t this stage, 
represents the initial developmental stag
e of streamlining the flow around a 
wave energy device. As a consequence
 the f requency response s h ould improve 
with further testing. 
The model was tested in monochr omatic 
waves and in order to 
estimate the performance of a full scale 
device a method of extrapolation 
had to be conceived. This was achieved 
by a specially written compute r 
program RDEP (Reference Design Effici
ency Program). 
2. 2 Method of Extrapolation in RDEP · 
(i) . A preliminary set of curve fit program
s were run in order to 
relate the device effici-=ncy to wav~ ste ep
ness and model frequenc y . The 
wave steepness is a non dimensional par
ameter as is the efficiencies. Howeve r , 
the model frequency had to be non dimen
sionalised and this was achieved by 
using the buoy diameter D as a reference
 along with the gravity constant g. 
1 
i. e F =F(D/g)
2 
N.D. 
(ii) The model used for the North At
lantic is the pure wind sea model 
devised by Pierson Moskowitz to describ
e a random sea. This is a weighting 
envelope for adjusting amplitudes for the
 different frequency compone nts in a 
random sea and was written into the prog
ram as a func tion which w eighted 
the ten frequency intervals on either side
 of the average energy fr quency. 
This was considered sufficient as the am
plitudes at each end of the envelope 
approached zero. The average condition
al parameters for ea c h sea state were 
stored in an array along with the percent
ag e o ccurrenc e p er annum. 
(iii ) The power contained in each ele
ment of the P. M. sea for each sea 
state was calculated k nowing the amplitu
de and frequency. This value was 
then multiplied by the efficiency cor respo
nding to that frequency for a specific 
buoy diameter using the response curve 
fits and summed up over the total 
envelope. Hence, the pneumatic power c
onverted was estimated for each sea 
state. 
(iv) The pneumatic power was then m
ultipl ied by a furth e r efficiency 
factor to cover the turbine, electrical an
d dir ec tional losses. This 
consisted of a combination of a fig ure of 
O. 65 for the turbine and O. 75 for the 
electrical and directional components to 
give an overall efficienc y of 0. 5 
to bring the pneumatic power ashore. T
he program allow e d a generation 
plant rating to be set and for each buoy d
iam e ter this was optimised until the 
maximum output was just obtained (see T
able 1). This p revented over-rating 
the generation plant. 
4. 
5. 
(iv) The final matrix of power produced for each possib
le sea state 
I 
was multiplied by the percentage occurrence values of
 that sea state and the 
total power su.mmed up to give the mean annual device 
productivity (see 
Table 2). Thus for each buoy diameter an annual produ
ctivity figure can be 
predicted. This is the mean annual power r eceived as
hore from a wave energy 
convertor. 
2. 3 Costing 
The 1978 reference design used a c osting unit base on 
the cube of 
the buoy diameter. Rendel Palmer and T r itt on in the i
r costing came up with 
an optimised diameter based on the dia1neter to the po
wer of approximately 
2. 75. In this years submission it is proposed that th
e costing should be 
based on the square of the diameter, since 
( 1) The device is essentially a shell structure which has a v
olume 
closer to the square rather than the cube. {Assuming 
tha t the 
thickness is largely controlled by corrosion resistance
 requirements). 
(ii) The mooring costs were shown to be significant to the cost
ing. 
Since approximately 50% of these costs are associated
 with the device 
placement then it is not unreasonable to assume that th
e cost of 
moorings is related to the device diameter raised to th
e power of 
between 1 and 2. This i s because the number of moo
rings laid 
is proportional to the number of devices and the forces
 and mate ria l 
costs are dependent on the device area. 
2. 4 Final device size 
The chosen costing unit this year is to be the mean ann
ual 
production over the diameter squared {kW /m
2). However, it was noted that the 
response curves of the device predicted a slightly larg
er device {from 
considering the power matrices) and an optimum diame
ter of 24m was· chosen 
with a generation plant rating of l 250kW . 
Table 1 
Plant op imisation results for 24m diameter device 
Plan t Total Mean Power Max. powe
r 
rating generated to turbine
 
1000 206.9 1369 
1250 21 1. 7 1369 























Optimised Total mean Max. power Device
 




(kW ) (kW) (kW) 
-
10 3 12 0, 61 
100 28 121 2.81 
200 4 6 209 3,80 
250 68 357 4.85 
300 91 504 5.65 
500 121 698 6.74 
750 152 983 7.53 
1000 182 1173 8.26 
125 0 212 1333 8.82 
---- -- - - --
1500 238 1940 9. 14 
1750 262 2091 9.36 
2000 289 2782 9.64 
3000 343 3 524 9.80 
40 00 384 4532 9.59 
The output being divided by the diameter and the 
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A SUMMARY OF PROGRESS ON THE BELFAST DEVICE 
by A. E. Long (Professor of Civil Engineering, Queens University, Belfast) 
INTRODUCTION- [n this year's feasibility study of the Belfast Device a mooring 
system which effectively restricts heave motion has been assumed. The main 
reason for adopting this revised concept was that comprehensive test results 
were only available for a fixed canopy system and the derivation of energy 
extraction figures for a device free to heave would have required extrapolation. 
This has not led to a more sophisticated system as the Queen's University team 
still accepts the basic philosophy that a wave energy convertor (W. E. C . ) which 
is simple and reliable will ultimately have a greater chance of success. 
Significant progress has been made on a number of fronts in 
1979 and specific details of the more important advances are summarised in this 
paper. 
HYDRODYNAMICS. The existing 1. Sm tank was upgraded, in the first eight 
months of 1979, with the addition of a computer controlled data acquisition system, 
new "Salter Type" paddles and a greatly improved beach. Testing was then 
resumed in September at a considerably in creased rate and a wide range of fixed 
canopy tests have now been carried out. These have indicated that the provision of 
skirt edges which are streamlined significantly reduces losses and overdamping 
of the air flow greatly improves the band width response. The addition of a 
larger diameter flat plate under the canopy improves the overall efficiency and the 
band width response as can be seen from Fig. 1. The importance of these 
refinements is indicated by the fact that the average annual productivity of a 
device of a given diameter has been increased by a factor of three relative to 
that for 1978. 
STRUCTURE. The structural integrity of the device has been greatly enhanced 
by the provision of a central column which eases the problems of transferring 
the forces from the steel canopy to the concrete substructure (Fig. 2). As a 
consequence the likelihood of a fatigue failure of the struts around the skirt is 
greatly diminished. 
MOORINGS. The heave restraint, required to conform with the results of the 
model tests, has been provided by means of a rigid tens ion leg s fS tern of the type 
shown in Fig. 3. This system also has the advantage that fouling problems 
associated with the use of conventional catenary moorings for an array of devices 
have been eliminated. Since the forces induced may be more severe than for 
a system free to heave other tension leg configurations are being considered and 
in addition parallel tank tests will soon be underway. 
WELLS TURBINE. Direct flow tests have been carried out on a single stage 
20cm diameter rotor and these have confirmed that reasonable efficiencies of the 
order of 55% to 65% can be achieved without the provision of guide vanes and that 
this level of performance can be maintained for a variety of sea states. 
Parallel tests at CEGB Marchwood on a 40cm rotor have indicated that with guide 
vanes the efficiency can be increased to around 71% which is in reasonable 
agreement with the 74"!o to 7'5% figur,:s predicted theoretically. 
In general, the power /s pet'!d and dficiency/ spee<i curves shown in 
non-dimensional form in Fig.-! indicatP that th" Wells turbine has characteristics 
which a.re aimilar to thos., for oth<"r air t•1rb1ne~ . .\s a cons,•q ,,,•nce it should b., 
relatively easy to adju st tt- ... ~l!n•·r ,L'.or .oa·t to 1.:ontrol th,• -;p····•i t~.d .; o ,>pf.lrr. . .;;,, t! ·,~ 
output. 
Preliminary oscillating flow tests on the 20cm rotor are currently 
in progress and it is worthy of note that Masuda, in his tests on a 30cm Wells 
rotor in Kaimei, has recently found that overspeeding in storm conditions is 
not a problem. 
GENER.A TION AND TRANSMISSION. The system which the team has been 
proposing for a number of years has recently been adopted by TAG6 as the 
preferred scheme . Briefly it envisages groups of W . E. C's each having its 
alternator rectified on the device and connected in series by single core de 
flexible submarine cables running from W. E . C . to W. E. C. and thence to a 
shore based invertor. The ac outputs of a number of these invertors would 
be parallelled to form a sub-system and, after a ·voltage step-up, the sub-system 
output would be transmitted by land line to the CEGB network. The adoption of 
this scheme for the Belfast device and other devices will lead to considerable 
economies, improved efficiency and reliability of transmission, repairs which 
would be more straightforward and it would dispense with the need for offshore 
platforms. Furthermore, sensitive control gear would be on-shore in a 
more agreeable environment. 
COS TING. The optimum device diameter for the South Uist location was 
calculated to be 24m with a rated output of 1. 2MW. From the cost analysis 
carried out by members of the team the estimated cost/kW installed capacity 
ranged from £880 to £ 1460. It was also found that when the mean annual 
productivity was taken into account the cost/kW. hour lay within the range 
7. Op to l O. 6p. 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS. The team feel confident that further improvements 
are possible and that the costs/kW. hour can be reduced. In this regard a 
comprehensive parametric study is in progress and in the next year the 
following concepts will be investigated. 
( l) A multi-cellular device with radial partitions will be tested with 
the objective of achieving a multi-degree of freedom response. This 
will enable energy to be extracted from surge and pitch as well as 
heave movements. 
(2) By providing a servo-operated sleeve valve on the central column 
in line with the air ports it should be possible to implement a hesitation 
mode, so that the phase lag is optimum (cf Budal and Faines). This 
valving arrangement could also be utilised to prevent overspeeding 
(if this is a problem) and to facilitate starting. 
(3) The use of diffraction theory to study the hydrodynamic response of 
various devices. 
In conclusion, it is felt that the stage has been reached in th" device 
development that interaction with a major off-shore fabnca tor/contractor would 
be invaluable. This would enable a more realistic cost appraisal to be made 
preferably on a design/build basis, as the costs would reflect the 
availability of existing construction facilities in the UK which are greatly 
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3. EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATED COSTS 
3. 1 Structure 
In estimating the structural costs i t w a s apparent that t he production 
of scale drawings would have been beneficia l , however this was not seriously 
attempted at this time. As some basic concept of the overall geometry was 
required some schematic drawings of this revis ed device geome tr y w e re 
prepared . The most notable difference from th p revious submission is the 
inclusion of a central column rather than tubula r circumferential bracing to 
support compressive loads. Also the water column has been given a side 
facing mouth corresponding to a model configuration which has been found to 
give better extraction efficiencies. These two des ign changes are mutually 
beneficial. 
Recent studies have indicated that a 24m diameter buoy offe rs the 
most efficient costing however this figure is subject to continuous updating. The 
alternative forms of construction cons idered were: 
(a) Steel plate for the complete structure 
(b) A reinforced concrete main structur e c ombined with a steel 
plate central column and remaining canopy structure. 
In view of the high capital and maintenance costs/ tonne 
9. 
of assembled structural steel the latter option is favoured. The overall struc tura
l 
form of the pressure chamber is similar to that suggested prev iously except 
in the following areas. 
( 1) The lower portion of the pressure <;: hamber has been given a 
much larger skirt radiu3 to avoid large turbulent losses. 
(2) A double skinned structure has been adopted fo r the skirt to 
provide rigidity and buoyancy . 
. The toroidal form of the ballast chambe r has been modified to carry 
the central column and prov· de hydrodyna :nically improved water column 
containment. This form retains the low float-out draught requirement with 
improved stability. The central column could be arranged to provide prote c tion 
for the rotor against water ingest.ion. 
In estimating the thickness of sections, plates and concr e te it was 
decided that rather than attempt to carry out sophisticated analyses it would be 
most appropriate at this time to use s h ip and marine structure classification 
society design r ue s. On this basis the volume /weight of m aterials was 
computed and utilising unit costs supplied by local consultants the fo llowing 
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M a x 
-r Figures in brackets represent maximum es timated costs. 
Table 3. 1 Summary of associate d struc tural costs. 
A nnua l 
Cost 
£ 2 000 
( £ 4000) 




£ 25 , 200 
Thus the cost of the structure would be w 
to £ 940, OOO. 
ithin the range £ 600, OOO 
12. 
3. 2 Moorings 
The provision of adequate moorings for a wave power d evice involves 
a number of inter-related factors chief of which are the experime nta l for ms and 
the hydrodynamic performance of the devic e. Water depth, compo s i tion of the 
13. 
sea bed and h or izontal buoy movement (excursion), inas much as it interferes wi1h 
other buoys in an array, are also important. It seems likely that in vie w 
of the, as yet uncertain environmental load ing on the device, p re liminar y mooring 
configuration costings will contain a large margin of error. 
In the previous feasibility study the cost of a conventional chain 
catenary system, determined by the empirical guidelines of a classification 
Society's rules, was estimated to be £ 130, OOO. This estimate tried to take 
account of the fact that the c hains and anchors requir e d for a wave ene rgy 
device on an exposed site would b much more substa n tial than those for 
mooring a ship of the same deadw ight tonnage in she l tered water. Allowing 
for inflation the present cost of such a system would be in the region of £ 150, OOO. 
A difficulty with such a system arises when buoys are placed in close array 
since the chain lengths are quite substantial. 
_An alterna tive moo -ing system, which is explained in the introductory 
section permits the curr nt experimental hydrodynam · c extraction effic iencies 
to be used, consists of the articulated tension leg shown in Fig. 1. This form of 
restraint inhibits heave motion although it permits some surging action to add 
to the power absorbed. The buoyancy required to provide the necessary 
restoring force is located circumferentially on the concrete main struct\D."e and 
is sized to limit a ngular movement of the articulated joint to ± 9m . The 
maximum excursion in a water depth of 70m is thus ±6m. The articulated joint 
pr~pos_ed i s similar to that in wide usage on SBM' s where angular rotation 
of -15 ·c can be safely accommodated. 
The joint is affixed to a simple honeycombed concrete bas e unit 
which can be floated into position prior to sinking. It is envisaged that the 
honeycomb cells would be filled with rock debris from the adjaqmt sea bed or 
alternatively fill ed with sand and 'capped ' with preca s t concrete slabs. The 
tension leg and caisson w ould be precast and the following costings are made 
with this in mind. The tension leg is assumed to be hollow, 60m long with an 
outside diameter 4m and wall thickness 300mm. 
Thus a realistic estimate of the cost of such a s ystem w ould be as 
follows : 
Tension Leg 
of concrete 60x41"1'x 0 .3 
3 
Volume = m 
225m 
3 = 
3 3 £45,000 22 5m @ £ 200/m = 
Base Unit (Caisson) 
Volume of concrete = 60 0m 
3 
600m3 @ £ 200/m3 = £120,000 
Swive l Joint 
SBM articulated joint in = £ 55 , OO O 
stainless steel 
Sub Total = £ 220 , OOO 
----
In order to lay the moorings, dredge th e rock or sandfill a special 
vessel would have to be chartered and its estimated costs is as f ollows: -
Mobilisation fee 






£ 20, OOO 
£4, OOO 
£ 4, OOO 
£32,000 
£ 252, OOO 
Maintenance estimated at 12% per annum would cost £ 30, OOO/yr. 
14 . 
A maximum estimate cost would be £40 0 , OOO involving a maintenance allowance of 
£ 48, OOO/ yr. It should be noted that the 12% maintenance cost is likely to be too 
high for this type of system which is expected to require less maintenance than a 
conventional sys tern. 
Some alternative mooring arrangements which are currently being 
investigated are depicted in schematic form in Figs 2 and 3. 
The first figure illustrates variations on the proposed tension leg 
scheme to permit heave movement, allow for tidal variations and with the 
inclined arrangement to reduce the buoyancy restoring force whi e allowing 
enhanced surge and pitching movement. The second figure depicts a scheme 
which relies on pretensioned mooring lines that are sufficiently compliant 
as to allow the device heave, surge and pitch body freedoms. It is 
suggested that since devices once in position are unlikely to be relocated chains 
or wires have no particular advantage over solid bars and it may well prove 
possible to achieve the necessary complia nce using 150-200m length of 50m 
diameter high strength steel bars enclosed in protection sheaths. 
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3. 3 ELECT'RIC IDWER GENERATION AND TRANSM
ISSION 
INTOODUCTION 
The proposed rreans for the generation, tra
nsmission and control of electrical 
energy, to be delivered to the C.E.G.B. ne
trork, is essentially as described in 
the Queen's University Preliminary Feasib
ility Study presented to Rendel, Palmer 
and Tritton in July 1978, in a paper to th
e I.E.E. International Conference on New 
Energy Concepts in January 1979, in a Prop
.:ress Report to Mr. L. Bedford in 
August 1979 and to T.A.G. 6 in September 1
979. The scheme involved the use of 
brushless, synchronous-type, 3--phase, a.c.
 g nerators, having their outputs 
rectified at or near to the t rminals, using 6
-diode, br"clge rect'fiers f the 
solid state (transistor) type, The d.c. outpu
ts of a group of eenerator/ ectifier 
units would, it was proposed, be conn cted in s
eries by single-core, flexible, 
sutmarine cables runningfrcm wave nermr conv
ertor ('W.E ,C.) to wave energy con-
verter. The output of a group of W.E.Cs. roul
d be brought ashore to an invertor-
a bridge of solid state tr · od s (Thyr · stors)
 - by t,ro single-core sutmarine cables, 
one cable runninc from each end of t he group
. Thee later cables rould require 
to be flexible - at least down to the sea-
bed. If a su table connector was avail-
able, the rema'nd r of the circu·t o he ho 
could by single-core ·nflexible 
13Ubnarine Gable, Th mid-poi to h group
 would be thed, Mis cust(ll')ary 
in bigh voltage d.c. systans, in or er to 
ak maximum advan age of the cable in-
sulation; and a third single- or cable co
uld be taken fran the mid-ooint to the 
shore, pe:rmi tting th outpl.lt of half a group to be u
til•' zed under fault egndi tions' 
In all the above mentioned docunents a fle
xible cable insulation limit of 
22 kV was accepted. However, realizing th
at this was an artificial limit imposed 
by the CCXIJ)lex electric-fields in a 3- or 
4-core a.c. cable, very much higher 
values were claimed by us to be perfectly 
feasible for single-core d.c. ca~les. 
This view was accepted without reservation
 by T.A.G. 6 at its Sept~r 1979 
meeting. 
I~e July 1978 Feasibility Study to R.P
.T. and in the I.E,E. Conf rence 
paper, ent magnet fields in the gen
erators were postulated; b4t, in later 
presentatio s, it was recognized that this
 could impose unacceptable constraints 
on terminal voltage control - an essential
 feature of our power optimization 
schane! described below. For this reason 
we now propose using standard brushless 
alternators, with the possibility of tro p
ennanent poles (or pole inserts) in 
the excit~r field system. 
Also, in earlier presentations, to avoid p
roliferation of devices of 
similar ratings to the generator on the W
.E.C., we suggested that generator arm-
ature windings should be insulated to with
stand 22kV (the voltage on full output 
between the end-of-group generator stator 
windings and the fram9). It rould 
require a cost/benefit analysis to detenni
ne whether this deviation fran the 
design requiranents of a standard machine,
 the 'padding' of the generator in an 
insulating capsule or the insertion of a double r
ound trans fonner with enhanced 
insulat · n between its secondary winding a
nd the frame should be used. As already 
stated above, however, an insulation level
 of 22kV is an artificial one, and, as 
this has now been accepted by T.A.G. 6 a n
ew level of 33kV will be asSLmled. 
It will be taken, therefore, as a working 
hypothesis, that a double wound 
transfonner will be used to insulate the g
enerator fran transnission voltages, if 
cable insul at ion levels as great as or gre
ater t han 33kV are to be available. (It 
should, perhaps, be enphasised here that t
here '\\Ould appear to be little technical 
difficulty in designing single-core flexib
le cables, using modern polymeric 
insulation, for d. c. transmission, with in
sulation l evels of 50kV and higher). The 
use of higher voltages pennits of higher g
roup power outputs being transnitted to 
the shore, the reduction in the number of 
shorebased jnvertors and many other 
consequential advantages - all envisaged i
n our presentation to R.P. and Tin 
July 1978. 
17. 
The a.c. outputs of a number of group inverto
rs oould conveni ently be 
rnrallelled to fonn a sub-system. It oould d
epend on t he configurat ion of the 
adjacent coast line whether parallelling shou
ld take place at a single station 
or whether a 'bus-bar cable or line lying par
allel to the shore should be used. 
With the ragged coastlines of the Outer Hebri
des the first arranganent has many 
advantages, with theparallelling stations sit
ed at appropriate JX)ints on the 
islands. (A serious disadvantage of this arra
nganent is the convergence of many 
sul:marine cables towards the parallelling sta
tion, with the di f ficulties inevitable 
in locating, grappling raising and repairing 
a faulty cable. It is canron practice 
to separate sul::marine cables by spacing of 10
0 metre or rrore ) . The power fran each 
sub-system could be transmitted, at enhanced 
voltage, by i nflexible cables to the 
Island of Skye and hence to he ma.' nl and or di
rect to t he mainl and. Fran the 
point of arrival on t he mai n and to t he point of co
nnection to t he C.E.G. B. system 
transmission oould be by U,H,V. overhead line
s. Although a.c. transmissi on is 
proposed here, whet her a.c., d ,c. or hybrid tr
ansmission should be used W'.)uld be 
detennined by econcmic consid rat ons · but this i
s an a.r a m er e t he C. E.G,B. 
and its advisers shou d have runple e rienc . S
ince, however, for econoolical 
transmission, twin-c rcuit six conduct r li.n are 
pref rred for a.c. transmission 
and triple- circuit x- cond e or lines for d. e . t
ransmi sion, th total number i' 
of sub-,,sys ems sho\.l pr f er i:\ ly mateb . w
ith th ransni.s ion system. Thus, 
i n a 2Cm,,-MW wave en :rgy syst , tbr • 6 7~MW sub- ys
tens ooul d be cooipa 'ble with 
d.c. tra.Il$llission, f w 5CX)-MW sub- -Y t ens wi h a. c . t
ransniss:i,on and six 333-MW 
sub-systans with eit her. 
Generating tinits 
. +e 
An annual average turbo-alternator pov,er outp
ut of 400 kW is assumec;l and 
a generator continuous rating of l.2MW, allow
ing adequate acceptance of power 
under high sea conditions. (It is assumed th
at if the self-governing properties 
of the Wells turbine are not sufficient to pr
event overload then restrictton of 
air-flow and/or braking will be used for prot
ection. ) Standard 8-pole, brushless 
type synchronous generators oould be used, arr
anged fpr self excitation. (A 
fraction of the generator output voltage oould
 be rect ified and used to excite the 
field windings of the exciter. In order to e
nsure self exci t ation fran re~starting 
pennanent rrngnet inserts might be required in
 too or rrore of the exciter poles). 
Such generators could be regarded as virtually
 'off the shelf' m:xiels . As a double 
mund transformer is to be used between the g
enerator and the rectifier bridge 
any ccnm:mly available line voltage can be ch
osen. Also, since the Wells t urbine 
maximum speed is detennined by its rotor diam
eter the generator spe d can again 
be of any freely available value. Respective
 values of 1 ,1 kV and 700 r.p .m. 
are suggested. 
Isolati ng trartsfol.iners 
For a group maxinrum power output of 40~ (An 
artifically low value it i s 
Sl..13gested) 34 generat or/transformer/rectifi r 
units will fonn a group. "11us, 
assuming a cable insulation level of 33kV, the
 rectified output voltage of each 
unit will be 2.0 kV and the a .c. input to the
 rectifier wi 1 be approx. l.5kV 
(line value). Thus the transformer line volta
ge ratio -y be (say) 1.1 to 1.5kV 
but the insulation level fran the secondary w
indings to t he primary windings and 
to the frame must be 33kV (peak value), at l e
ast. Transfonner r ati ng will be 
l. 2MW (Continuous). 
Rectifier bridges 
Six-diode transistor bridges v.ould be used, r
ated at l.2MW with input 
voltage of approximately l.5kV (rms value) an
d output voltage of 2.0kV. No 
snoothing of the output v.ould be required as 
the choppy voltages of the several 
units v.ould be continuously out of phase with
 one another so that the total group 
volt age should be practically srrooth and equ
al to the sum of the several average 
voltages. Reactive power danand will be neg
ligible. 
Flexible interconnecting suhnarine cables 
These, it is proposed, should be of circular 
cross-s t i on with stranded 
cadmium copper conductors (although a case co
uld be made for steel conductors). 
The insulation level, for a 66kV group voltag
e , would r equire to be 33kV (peak 
val e, s nee the cur nt is un - d r c onal) . 
Full-load current l oading v.ould 
6CX) mnp re, and, ·o a cur nt d n · ty of 150 A.
 cnr-2, t he conductor cro s-
sectiomw .. ~a;rea will 4 cm
2 or 400 nrn2, with outside co ductor diameter of about 
2.2 cm anc;l outer Polymeric ·n ulat on diameter of 
about 4 ·an. It is suggested that 
cable sections will be suspended in catenaries fran b
uoy to buoy so that the 
insulation will be subjected to mininrum abras
ions. Thus protective airnouring may 
be dispens d with. W h th s prov t h we
ight ( in air ) of a buoy-to-buoy section 
0 hou:.t.d net xceed sex) g. (W 1 r,1 · in s a wat - sh
ou d ~ about 100kg 1 ss ) . 
It is reoogniz that s·ngle d" ect curr nt ~
uhnarine cabl swill affect 
the magnetj.c canpasses of ships pass· ng over 
them. The effects can be considerably 
reduced if cables carrying currents in opposite d
irections can be laid canparatively 
close together. It is recannended therefore 
that the cables fran each group to 
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the shore should be so laid. Fig. 1 shows ho
w stray magnetic fields can be 
minimized without resorting to tv.o-core conc
entric cables or other expensive options. 
Invertors and invertor station 
Each pair of cables fran a group \\Guld be de
livered to an invertor. This 
v.ould be of the thyrstor bridge type having 6
 or 12 triodes or series of triodes 
per group. Alternatively, tv.o such invertor 
brid .. es could be used per group 
giving the ollowing advantages:-
(a) They could be used in series with high v
oltage inputs and with one only 
for l ow y9ltage inputs, thus reducine;theMVAB
. demand on the a.c. systan. 
(b) In conjunction with an earth return, . r 
using a third single core cable f r om 
the mid point of the group of gen r ator/trans
fonner/rectifier unit$, one h~lf 
the group output v.ould be available in the ev
ent of a faul t. 
For an input voltage of 66kV or less to the i
nvertor the output voltage on the 
a .c. side v.ould be fixed at 66/1.35 or !:OkV a
t the systan frequency. Current and, 
incirectly, voltage received by the invertor 
uld be detennined by contro of the 
firing delay angle of the thyristors. 
Reactive WA demand by the invertors would be
 quite considerable when the 
input direct voltages were low. This v.ould b
e supplied partially by the capacitive 
SUSC€ptance of the a. c. cable connecting the 
sub--systan output t o the shore 
and partially by the shore-based power systan
. However a synchronous condenser 
per sub-systan, based in its island parallell
ing station, might rrore economically 
supply a part of t he reactive WA danand. 
From the proposed location of a line of W.E.C
s. about 20lmi off the Outer 
Hebrides i t i s conveni ent to consider four su
b-systems of~ full power output 
each. Fran the choice available of many isla
nds, the outputs of the groups 
comprising the four sub-systems could converg
e on four parallelling points as shown 
in Fig. 2. , with two such points on N. Uist, o
ne on S. Uist and one on Barra. With 
no knowledge of t he terrain the points shown 
on Fig. 2 ar purely to indicate a 
principle, as are the routes of cables etc. 
Each parallelling point would be 
located i n a station canprising ' bus bars to 
paral l 1 25 groups , a step-up trans-
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fonner of 5CX) MVA rating and tennination arrangem
ents for the incaning meditnn 
voltage d.c. cables from the groups and the outgo
ing U.H.V. cable to the island of 
Skye and/or the mainland. Invertor control gear 
and protective and switchgear 
would also be located here. 
Step-up transfonners 
Because of the increased flexibility of operation
 and control which it 
offers, the employment of one transformer per_ sub
-systan is proposed to raise 
the voltage frcm the 50kV line value on the a.c. 
side of the group invertors to 
the U.H.V. transmission value of (say) 400kV. Th
ese transformers v.ould be standard 
power type, using oil cooling and natural convect
ion for nonnal operation with 
forced convection for temporary overload operatio
n. The full-load rating would 
be ~A. 
U.H.V. Transmission to C.E.G.B. svstan 
Unless d.c. transmission was envisaged fran each 
group of W.E.Cs. to par-
allelling positions on the Scottish mainland (and
 this wuld possibly be an 
co ani al propos tion at b group vol age of 66kV, a
nd. it \\t>Uld mer t v ry 
eri.ous consideration if he group vo tages were h"gher)
 the U.H.V. transnissions 
from the sub-system terminals wil gin sa:nehwer
e on the West coasts of the 
islands cqosen. Thereafter, it w'l be in tw stages, 
irst by cable, partially 
or completely sub-marine, fran the points of parallellin
g of fJI'OUPS into sub-
systans to the island of Skye and thence to the m
ainland, or direct to the mainland*. 
A transnission voltage of 400kV ~hould be adequat
e. 
From the point of arrival on the Scottish mainlan
d, transmission of power 
to the point of connection with the C.E.G.B. syste
m (A distance vide Mr. Stansfield 
of 380km) v.ould be by 0verhead transmission lines
. For four sub-systans the 
options available for a.c. transmission are:-
(a) Two 400kV, 3-phase, twin circuit lines havin
g 400n2 duplex conductors; 
(b) Four ~75kV, 3-phase, twin circuit lines hav
ing 17fu1, duplex conductors; 
For three or sj x sub-systems and d.. c. transmission the opt
ions include: -
(c) One± 550kV, triple circuit line using 400rm
2 duplex cond~ctors; 
(d) One± 550kV, triple circuit line using 175rrm
2 duplex conductors; 
(e) T\J.O ± 550kV, triple circuit lines using 1751
!Jn2 duplex conductors. 
For the alx>ve a.c. schemes (a and b), thermal lim
its and costs oer km route 
length v.ould be respectively 
-
(a) 6601VA and £75,<XX) per km per 5COMW sub-sys
tan 
(b) 575MVA and £100, <XX) per km per 5C01W sub-sy
stan 
POWER OPrIMIZATION 
The proposed method of power opt imization for eac
h W.E.C. in an interconnected 
group is based on the assumption that:-
(a) For any sea state, the power output rises fro
m zero at standstill to 
a maximtnn value at sane intermediate speed, f allin
g off to zero at no-load 
(This is the case with the Wells turbine oper atin
g under uni-directional ai rflow). 
(b) For diminishing sea states (as for diminish'n
g airflows) the above 
characteristic would be foreshortened, so that ma
ximum speed at no-load, maximum 
power output and speed at maximum power all fall 
progressively. 
On these bases a maxirmnn-power/speed locus will b
e a curve starting fran double 
zero with zero slope and with slope increasing wi
th speed . Ther e i s sane evidence 
that this locus is a cubic relationship. 
*Alternatively, overhead line transmission may be
 possible on the Outer Hebreddean 
Islands and Skye, with subriarine cabl links for 
sea crossings only. 
If therefore load current is kept constant at the inverter end of a 
group and the output voltage of each W.E.C. is controlled to give a volta
ge/speed 
characteristic of the same fonn as the max. JX)wer/speed locus each W.E.C. 
will 
be v.orking at rmximum power output irrespective of the sea state in which
 it finds 
itself. 
The above scheme was set out in some detail in the Q.U.B. Progress Report 
to Mr. Bedford in August 1979 and to T.A.G. 6 in Septanber 1979. A paper on a 
nore sophisticated scheme is under preparation. 
cnl"CUJSIONS 
In assessing the costs of electrical generation, transnission and control
, 
it was clear that the costs of transmitt ing power fran the West coasts of
 the 
Hebridean Islands to the Scottish mainland were the major itan. It nrust 
be 
stated that, unless the reasons for siting the string of W.E.Cs. to the W
est 
of the Outer Hebrides are overwhelnming, imnense savings could be made if
, instead, 
the string was sited off the mainland without islands intervening. 
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SPECIFIC COSTS OF SYSI'EM ELEMFNI'S 







Isolating transfr. 400kW 
Rectifier bridge 400kW 
Flexible 33kV cable 6CX) A at 
between buoys llkV 
D.c. cable to Outer ditto 
Hebridean Island shore 
Invertor & Control gear 13.3MW 
(per group of 34 VJ.E.Cs. 
Parallelling equipnent & 167MW 
Switchgear (for 13 Groups) 
Step-up Transfonner 167MW 
50kV/400kV 
3-phase, 400kV sub- 167MW 
marine cable to Scottish 
mainland 
OR 
0/h.line transni.ssion ditto 
on islands with sub-
marine cable for sea 
crossings only. 
Tv.o 400kV twin circuit ditto 
o/ h. lines having 4rorm2 
du lex conductors 
SUMMARIZING ELECT'RICAL cnsrs 
Total equipnent on buoy 
Interconnection between buoys in a Group 
and d .c. cable to Outer Hebridean island 
with invertor and control gear on island 

























S ep-up transfonrer and cabl e to mainland (or alt.£82) 
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3. 4 Miscellaneous 
At this early stage in the development of the Belfast De
vice little 
or no attempt has been made to consider how the concre
te sub-structure and 
the steel superstructure_ would be combined. It is cons
idered however that the 
present form of the device should present little difficult
y to a major civil 
engineering contractor with facilities suitable for the co
nstruction of North 
Sea oil platforms. 
The sub-structure could be precast in segmental elemen
ts 
in a prefabrication yard for subsequent prestressing in 
a dry dock with relatively 
low draught requirements. Simultaneously the steel can
opy including the centre 
column could be fabricated in a shipyard and again drau
ght requirements would 
b modest, Both component could then b towed to a 5
heltered deep w . t r 
estuary for the process of i erconnection, Since a lal:'ge nu
mber of the!:? e 
units (approximately 4000 0£ this size) would be required. I
t would be 
economical to have a purpose built vessel for this some
what delicate operation. 
Apart from greatly facilitating this procedure this vess
el could also fulfil 
the role of transporting the devices to their moorings, 
In addition it could be 
utilised for the intricate connection procedure which wo
uld have tQ be adopted 
i£ a rigid tension leg mooring syst m proved to be most
 effective for a device 
of this type. The final step in the assembly process of 
locating the turbine, 
generator and its protective housing would be a relative
ly simple and speedy 
operation which could be carried out even wh n weather
 conditions were not 
ideal. 
As far as operating and running costs are concerned the
se have been 
based on percentages of the estimated capital costs of e
ach of the major comp onents. 
The figures adopted were those suggested by the consult
ants: 
Concrete structures - 1 % to cover cleaning/ repair in situ or dry doc
k 
Steel structures - 4% to cover maintenan _-e in a n ag
ressive 
environment. 
Mechanical components - 3½% 
Transmission to shore - 4% for all floating devices 
3½% for all fixed bed devices 
Anchors and Moorings - 12% to 13% to cover regular re
newal of 
mooring lines and non piled anchorage s at 
5 year intervals. 
All of the above percentages oul appear to be r asona
ble f or the 
Belfast Device except for that for moorings . Tn this con
text it is envisaged that 
a rigid concrete tension leg system used in conjunction 
with a gravity bas e will 
require significantly less maintenance than conventiona l
 moor ings. 
4. SUMMARY OF COSTS 
As in 1978, the emphasis was placed on establishing the
 upp er 
and lower bounds to the cost/kW of installed capacity an
d the cost/ kW . hour. 
Thus, for the 1. 2 MW installed capacity system which is
 appropriate for 
the 24m diamete r device the following estimates are of 
relevance: 
Minimum Maximum 
Structure £ 600, OOO £940,000 
Moorings £ 250, OOO £400, OOO 
- ~ To first landfall £110,000 £ 120, 0
0,0 
Electrical To mainland (£240,000) ( £ 260, OOO ) 
Wells Turbine £ 100,000 £150,000 
Total cost to 1 st Landfall £ 1,060, OOO £1,610,0
00 
(£1,190,000) (£1,750,000) 
Thus, the estimate d cost/kW ins ta lled capa c ity rang es f
rom £880 
to £ 1460. 
Using the figure of an annual mean output of 2 l 2kW ( see 
Section 2) the n 
total kW/hr/annum = 365 x 24 x 212 = 1,857,000kWhr. 
The costs per annum estimated for maintenance are: 
Minim um Max imum 
Structure £17,600 £25,200 
Moorings £ 3 0,000 £ 4 8, OOO 
Turbine/ Electrica l £9 , 500 £11,500 
Total £57,100 £ 84, 720 
If each unit has an average a nticipated life of 25 yea rs th
en the capita l 
depreciation/annum ranges from £ 74, OOO to £ 112,. 700. 
T hus, th e minimum 
estimated cost per unit g e nerated would b e of the order
 of 
(57, 100 + 74, OOcit x 100 
1,857,000 
and the maximum estimated cost around: 
= 7.06p/kW.hr . 
(84,700 + 112,700) x 100 = 10.62p /kW .hr. 
1,857,000 
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5. CONCLUDING COMMENTARY 
In comparison to our previous feasibility study wh
ich was 
submitted in July 1978 considerable progress has 
been made. This has 
not led to a more sophisticated design concept as th
e Queen's University 
team still accepts the basic philosophy that a wave
 energy converter which 
is simple and reliable will ultimately have a much
 greater chance of success. 
The following improvements which have been reali
sed are summarised below: 
' 
( 1) Hydrodynamic Performance 
The installation in August/September of the compu
ter contro1led 
data acquisition system coupled to new wave paddl
es (Salter type) and a 
greatly improved beach has meant that a much mo
re scientific approach can be 
adopted to this multivariate problem. Ove r the las
t 2 months the peak 
extraction efficiency has b en ·mproved but more 
significantly a. greater 
proportion of the energy can be absorbed fro the
 mo:re energy ·ntensive waves, 
In addition the eff ctive band width has been increa
sed, These improvements 
can readily be seen from a comparis on of the curv
es in Fig. 5. 1 and from the 
fact that the avera~e annual productivity of a devic
e 0£ a given size has 
increased by a factor of three. 
It should be emphasi ed that some of these advanc
es h .ve been 
achieved as a result of restraining the device agai
nst heave and this may be 
counterproductive in terms of the intensity of forc
es to which the canopy will 
be subjected during storms. However it is felt th
at in the future with t e 
team's improved understanding of the modus oper
andi of scillating water 
column devices that comparable efficiencies can b
e achieved with a flexibly· 
moored system. 
( 2) Structure 
The structural integrity of the device has b ~el'.l gre
atly enh. _J}.~ed by 
the provision of a central column which eases the 
pr qblems of trµ, _(:lferring 
theforces - from the canopy to the concrete s ql;,!;itru
cture. As a consequenc;:e the 
likeliho od of a fat igue failure of the strut t, ar und 
the skir t i s greatly 
diminished. 
(3) Moorings 
The fouling problems associated with the use of c o
nventional 
catenary moorings for arrays of devices of this ty
pe have been eliminated 
by the adoption of a tension leg system. Since the
 forces induced on s uch 
systems are difficult to define preliminary tank te
sts are already in progress. 
a bove 
Apart from the/ advantage it is likely that mainten
ance costs 
will also be substantially reduced and the overall 
reliability improved. 
( 4) Wells Turbine 
The tests carried out on the 20cm diameter rotor 
have confirmed that 
reasonable efficiencies of the order of 55% to 65% 
can b e a chieved eve n without 
the use of guide vanes and that this level of perfor
mance can b e m aintained for a 
variety of sea states. In addition preliminary test
s of CEG B Marchwood have 
indicated that with guide vanes the efficienc y c an b
e incr eas ed to around 71% 
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The power/speed and efficien
cy/speed curves indicate tha
t the Wells 
turbine has characteristics w
hich are similar to those for 
other air 
turbines. As a consequence 
it should be relatively easy to
 adjust the 
generator load to control the 
speed and so optimise the out
put. It is also 
worthy of note that Masuda, 
in his tests on a Wells rotor 
in Kamei, has 
found that over speeding is no
t a problem. 
(5) Generation and Transmi
ssion System 
The system described in last
 year's report has been furth
er refined 
and it is worthy of note that w
hilst it has special advantag e
s for point 
absorbing devices it is also a
pp licable to other devices. In t
hi s regard 
it is particularly gratifying th
at Dr. Mcllhagger's effo rts ha
ve be en 
recognised as TAG6 has now 
adopted this as the preferred
 system. 
Whilst these developments ha
ve resulted in a reduction in 
our costs 
/kW hr there is still a need f
or further improvements and
 a comprehensive 
parametric study is currently
 in progress. Also, in the fo
rthcoming year the 
following concepts will be inv
estigated. 
1. With the addition of radial pa
rtitions a multi-cellular devi
ce will be produced 
with the objective of achievin
g a multi - degr ee of freedom 
response. Thus energy 
would be xtracted from surg
e and pitch as well as heave m
ovements. 
It is interesting to note that if t
hese partitions ar continued 
up to 
the turbine the Wells rotor ca
n operate even when one segm
ent has an air flow 
which is opposite to those in 
all the others. Preliminary 
tests in the laborato y 
have indicated that this latter
 arrangement is feasible, 
2. By providing a servo-ope
rated sleeve val.ve on the ce
ntral column in line 
with the air ports it should be
 possible to: 
(a) implement a hesitation mo
de, so that the phase lag is o
ptimum, 
if this proves to be advantageo
us in a 0. W. C. device of this
 type 
(cf Budal and Falnes). 
(b) restrict the air flow to lim
it output power and prevent o
ver-speeding of 
the turbine ( if this proves to b
e a problem). 
( c) moderate the air flow to f
acilitate starting. 
With recent developments in 
micro-processors it should b
e possible 
to control the rotation of the 
sleeve valve so as to optimise
 en r gy extraction. 
Apart from these the tank tes
ts will be continued in order 
to investiga te 
the influence of the moorings 
on the performance of the dev
ice. 
In conclusion it is felt that .th
e stage has been reached in th
e device 
developed that interaction wit
h a major offshore fabricator
/ contractor would be 
invaluable. This would enabl
e a more realistic cost appra
is a l to b e made, 
preferably on a design/build 
basis, the costs would r e fl ec
t the availab ility of 
existing construction facilitie
s in the UK which are greatly
 u nder-utilised 
at present. 
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